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 Wideband Acoustical Holography (WBH) uses microphone signals 
measured on one surface to predict the sound pressure at any other 
location. This allows the sound field to be back-projected to visualize 
the source distribution.  
 The accuracy of the required initial input to WBH, which is a     
collection of source locations and source strengths on an equivalent 
source plane as spatially depicted in Fig. 2, is critical to achieving    ac-
curate sound field reconstructions. The Arbitrary Source Location 
(ASL) model is used to obtain good initial inputs to the WBH           
procedure.  
3. Wideband Acoustical Holography 
2. Arbitrary Source Location (ASL) Model 
 The Arbitrary Source Location (ASL) model represents the physically complex noise sources by a small number of equivalent sources with 
source strengths and source locations in 3D space. The source strengths and source locations of these equivalent sources are calculated using 
data measured from an array of microphones. 
Fig. 2: Spatial relation of measurement plane, reconstruction plane, 
and equivalent source plane as used in WBH measurements. 
Fig. 3: Spatial relation of the equivalent source plane,  
measurement plane, and the ASL model equivalent sources.  
4. Partial Field Reconstruction 
 A 8 x 7 microphone array (56 microphones) was constructed to 
record the sound pressure on the measurement plane. The ASL       
algorithm was used to create 3025 monopole equivalent sources on 
the equivalent source plane (red plane). That monopole array acted 
as the input to the WBH algorithm, which then reconstructed the 
sound field on the unit’s surface by predicting the acoustic intensity 
at 3025 points on the reconstruction plane (yellow plane).  
 A partial field decomposition (PFD) was performed to separate the uncorrelated sound sources by singular value decomposition (SVD). In 
Figs. 4 and 5, the red line is the power spectral density (PSD) of the total sound field while the other 56 lines are the power spectral densities of 
each decomposed partial field. 
 When both the fan and compressor were running, fan and compressor harmonics can be seen at integer multiples of their fundamental  
frequency. At all of these harmonics, the 1st partial field (top blue line) is close to the total sound field (red line). This indicates that the sound 
pressure is dominated by one uncorrelated sound source. In the broad regions between the harmonics, the distance between the total sound 
field and the 1st partial field is large, indicating that the total sound field is the result of multiple contributing, uncorrelated noise sources.  
1. Microphone Array Measurements 
Fig. 1: 8 x 7 microphone array (56 microphones) measuring an HVAC 
unit’s sound pressure on the measurement plane (blue plane).  
 Motivation: Develop better methods to predict HVAC           
equipment noise so designers can listen to the sounds of their   
equipment before the system is built. 





 Focus of this paper: Optimize sound field visualization by com-
bining Arbitrary Source Location (ASL) model and Wideband Acoustic 
Holography (WBH). 
 HVAC noise sources: 
•     Fan blade passage             •      Vortex shedding off grille 
•     Compressor           •     Structure-borne radiation 
Background 
Fig. 4: Fan and compressor running: power spectral density partial field decomposition, A-weighted.  
Fig. 5: Only fan running: power spectral density partial field decomposition, A-weighted.  
 Intensity probe measurements were taken at 81 locations in a 9 x 9 measurement grid to compare with the predicted sound field               
reconstructions. The sound field was reconstructed at the fan blade passage frequency (45 Hz) and the 36th harmonic of the motor (542.5 Hz). 
The motor and fan are located at the top of the unit. 
 The intensity probe measurements and sound field reconstruction were mostly in good agreement at 45 Hz (blade passage frequency) and 
545 Hz (36th harmonic of the motor). Since the motor is in fact on the top of the unit, the localized sound source near the bottom is likely due 
to structure-borne radiated sound. The intensity probe measurements are generally higher in level than the reconstructions. 
Fig. 6: Only fan running: Intensity probe measurements and total sound field reconstruction.  
Fig. 7: Fan and compressor running: Intensity probe measurements and total sound field reconstruction. 
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